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.Decument Control'Deske
Washington, D. C. 20555'

Perry Nuclear Power Plant
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Generic Letter 89-06
Safety Parameter Display System

Gentlemen:

'The' subject Generic Letter requested our certification that the Perry Safety
Parameter Display System (SPDS) meets, or will be modified to meet, the
requirements of NUREG-0737 Supplement 1:while taking into account the
information provided-in NUREG-1342.

.

.By this letter,.The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company certifies that the
, Perry SPDS meets referenced requirements with the exceptions of providing

drywell hydrogen and oxygen concentrations on an SPDS screen. A display for
drywell hydrogen concentration will be provided before startup from the second
refueling outage. A display for'drywell oxygen concentration will not be
provided since the Perry Mark III containment is. licensed to operate at normal
oxygen levels'(i.e. not inerted).

The following clarification is provided for section III.A.2 of NUREG-1342 with
respect to SPDS' sampling rates. Due to system design, the screen refresh rate.
is faster than the sample rate; however, the SPDS sampling rates are
satisfactory in providing the required resolution. SPDS users will be trained
to differentiate between screen refresh rates and sample update rates. .

Photographs during power operations will be taken in accordance with Generic
.

Letter instructions following startup from our present refueling outage.
1

If you have any questions, please feel free to call. -)
Very - ly yours,

'

/., . %

L Al Kaplan
). Vice President

Nuclear Group
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L cc: T. Colburn
Sr. Resident Inspector j
NRC Region III 7
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